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Bewitching Alex Flinn 2012-02-14 Bewitching can be a beast. . . . Once, I put a curse on a beastly and
arrogant high school boy. That one turned out all right. Others didn’t. I go to a new school now—one
where no one knows that I should have graduated long ago. I’m not still here because I’m stupid; I just
don’t age. You see, I’m immortal. And I pretty much know everything after hundreds of years—except for
when to take my powers and butt out. I want to help, but things just go awry in ways I could never predict.
Like when I tried to free some children from a gingerbread house and ended up being hanged. After I
came back from the dead (immortal, remember?), I tried to play matchmaker for a French prince and
ended up banished from France forever. And that little mermaid I found in the Titanic lifeboat? I don’t
even want to think about it. Now a girl named Emma needs me. I probably shouldn’t get involved, but her
gorgeous stepsister is conniving to the core. I think I have just the thing to fix that girl—and it isn’t an
enchanted pumpkin. Although you never know what will happen when I start . . . bewitching.
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The Madness Blooms Mackenzi Lee 2020-11-24 Mackenzi Lee, bestselling author of The Gentleman’s
Guide to Vice and Virtue, takes on Dutch Tulip Fever! My brother Bastian was born in a tulip field, or so
the story goes. The woman at the church orphanage boasted this proudly to the seed merchant who had
chosen Bas as his apprentice. Lucky for me, he took us both. When a single tulip bulb sold for the price
of Amsterdam’s finest houses, the flower shop was supposed to be our future, our survival. But when our
master died, there wasn’t even money to pay for his coffin. He, too, had caught the tulip fever. Bas and I
hatched a dangerous, outrageous plan, a plan I hoped would save our shop—and save us. I would dress
as a man, take on a new name, and attempt to sell a fake Semper Augustus bulb, the rarest and most
valuable tulip of all, to the one merchant in town with the money to pay for it. But then I met his daughter,
Elsje, and fell in love with her at first sight. Immediately, we were bound together. And the longer I lived a
man’s life, the less it felt like a disguise. The trousers fit better than dresses ever had, and my new name
dripped from Elsje’s tongue like sweet syrup. Now, I hardly know—and must discover—what to do. Who to
save. Who to become. Who I am. Mackenzi Lee’s The Madness Blooms is perfect for the teen and adult
fans of Julie Berry, Jessie Burton, Ruta Sepetys, and Sarah Waters.
A Spot of Trouble Teri Wilson 2021-09-07 Get ready to laugh out loud with this hilarious romantic comedy
featuring: A grumpy firefighter who thinks his way is the only way A bubbly cupcake vendor who thinks
her pup can do no wrong Adorable Dalmatians who swap places—and the chaos that ensues An
opposites-attract romance that'll warm your heart Violet March and Sam Nash are as different as night
and day and have been enemies ever since Violet accused Sam of dognapping her beloved Dalmatian.
Sam knows that would never happen—his well-trained fire safety demonstration dog never steps out of
line, whereas Violet's problematic pooch has never met a command she didn't ignore completely, much
like her bubbly owner. So when Sprinkles and Cinder accidentally switch places during the annual police
vs. fire department softball tournament, Violet is thrilled by her dog's sudden perfect behavior, while
stubborn-yet-charming Sam is horrified to find that his dog no longer listens. But when they eventually
realize and switch the dogs back, Sam and Violet are shocked to find that not everything is as simple as it
seems. And a little puppy love might be just the thing they've been missing... Praise for Teri Wilson: "Teri
Wilson is the Queen of Romantic Comedy."—Sarah Morgan, USA Today bestselling author "A
preposterous premise [turned] into delightfully escapist fun."—Kirkus Reviews for The Accidental Beauty
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Queen "A delightful romp."—Library Journal Starred Review for Royally Roma
Loki Mackenzi Lee 2019-09-03 An epic tale across the realms. A deadly power that spans millennia. A
story of struggle and betrayal, this adventure is told through the patchwork past of Marvel's most
misunderstood mischief-maker of all time: Loki: Trickster. God of Asgard. Brother. This is the first of three
young adult novels from New York Times best-selling author Mackenzi Lee that explores the untapped
potential of popular characters in the Marvel Universe. The novels focus on exploring the duality of
heroism in specific character stories from the Marvel Universe.
The Spark of Love (Mesquite Springs Book #3) Amanda Cabot 2022-03-01 When a spurned suitor
threatens her, heiress Alexandra Tarkington flees New York for Mesquite Springs in the Texas Hill
Country, where her father is building a hotel. But the happy reunion she envisions is not to be as her
father insists she return to New York. Instead, Alexandra carves out a niche for herself in town, teaching
schoolchildren to paint and enjoying the company of Gabe Seymour, a delightful man she met on the
stagecoach. But all is not as it seems. Two men, each with his own agenda, have followed her to
Mesquite Springs. And Gabe is an investigator, searching for proof that her father is a swindler. When a
series of apparent accidents threaten her life, Alexandra and Gabe will have to work together to discover
the truth. And perhaps along the way they will discover that the sparks of attraction they've felt from the
beginning are more than sparks--they're love. Bestselling author Amanda Cabot invites you back to 1850s
Texas for this exciting and heartwarming tale of treachery, love, and learning to trust.
The History of the World in Fifty Dogs Mackenzi Lee 2019-10-15 Illustrated stories about dogs that knew
how to sit, stay, and witness history—from the loyal Greyfriars Bobby to Lizzie Borden’s Boston Terriers.
Most dog lovers know Fido and Laika, but how about Martha, Paul McCartney’s Old English Sheepdog?
Or Peritas, Alexander the Great’s trusted canine companion? As long as there have been humans, those
humans have had beloved companions—their dogs. From the ancient Egyptians mummifying their pups, to
the Indian legend of the king who refused to enter the afterlife unless his dog was allowed there too, to
the modern meme and popularity of terms like the corgi sploot, humans are undeniably obsessed with
their dogs. Told in short, illustrated essays that are interspersed with both historical and canine factoids,
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The History of the World in Fifty Dogs brings to life some of history’s most memorable moments through
the stories of the dogs that saw them happen.
The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue Mackenzi Lee 2017-06-27 A Kirkus Prize nominee and
Stonewall Honor winner with 5 starred reviews! A New York Times bestseller! Named one of the best
books of 2017 by NPR and the New York Public Library! "The queer teen historical you didn’t know was
missing from your life.”—Teen Vogue "A stunning powerhouse of a story."—School Library Journal "A
gleeful romp through history."—ALA Booklist A young bisexual British lord embarks on an unforgettable
Grand Tour of Europe with his best friend/secret crush. An 18th-century romantic adventure for the
modern age written by This Monstrous Thing author Mackenzi Lee—Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda
meets the 1700s. Henry “Monty” Montague doesn’t care that his roguish passions are far from suitable
for the gentleman he was born to be. But as Monty embarks on his grand tour of Europe, his quests for
pleasure and vice are in danger of coming to an end. Not only does his father expect him to take over the
family’s estate upon his return, but Monty is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and
traveling companion, Percy. So Monty vows to make this yearlong escapade one last hedonistic hurrah
and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of Monty’s reckless decisions turns their trip abroad
into a harrowing manhunt, it calls into question everything he knows, including his relationship with the
boy he adores. Witty, dazzling, and intriguing at every turn, The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue is
an irresistible romp that explores the undeniably fine lines between friendship and love. Don't miss
Felicity's adventures in The Lady's Guide to Petticoats and Piracy, the highly anticipated sequel!
Drawn That Way Elissa Sussman 2021-09-28 Moxie meets the world of animation in this fresh,
unputdownable novel about a teen girl determined to prove herself in the boys’ club of her dream industry
no matter what it takes. Hayley Saffitz is confident, ambitious, and intent on following in the footsteps of
her hero, renowned animation director, Bryan Beckett. When she’s given a spot in his once-in-a-lifetime
summer program, Hayley devises a plan: snag one of the internship’s coveted directing opportunities.
Dazzle Bryan with her talent. Secure a job post-graduation. Live her dream. Except she doesn’t land one
of the director positions. All of those go to boys. And one of them is Bryan’s son, Bear. Despite Bear’s
obvious apathy for the internship, Hayley soon realizes that there’s more to him than she expected. As
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they work together, the animosity between them thaws into undeniable chemistry and maybe something…
more. But Hayley can’t stop thinking about the chance she was refused. Determined to make a name for
herself, Hayley recruits the five other young women in the program to develop their own short to sneak
into the film festival at the end of the summer. As the internship winds down, however, one question
remains: Will Hayley conform to the expectations of her idol, or will she risk her blossoming relationship
with Bear—and her future—to prove that she’s exactly as talented as she thinks she is?
Vanilla Billy Merrell 2017-10-10 A bold, groundbreaking novel about coming out, coming into your own,
and coming apart.
A Crazy Kind of Love Megha Rao 2016-08-05 Love means, you needn’t be perfect She couldn’t remember
her past. He wanted to forget his present. They could see right through each other. They wanted to be
together And yet it took them long to figure that there is nothing perfect about love! You just need to be
together. If you’ve ever been in love you will find Crazy Kind of Love funny, mad and a completely
adorable read.
The Gentleman's Guide to Getting Lucky Mackenzi Lee 2019-11-26 “The queer teen historical you didn’t
know was missing from your life.” — Teen Vogue, on The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue In this
funny and frothy novella that picks up where the New York Times bestselling The Gentleman’s Guide to
Vice and Virtue leaves off, freshly minted couple Monty and Percy fumble through their first time together.
Monty’s epic grand tour may be over, but now that he and Percy are finally a couple, he realizes there is
something more nerve-wracking than being chased across Europe: getting together with the person you
love. Will the romantic allure of Santorini make his first time with Percy magical, or will all the anticipation
and build-up completely spoil the mood?
Paternity Case Gregory Ashe 2020-02-01 It’s almost Christmas, and Emery Hazard finds himself face to
face with his own personal nightmare: going on a double date with his partner—and boyhood crush—JohnHenry Somerset. Hazard brings his boyfriend; Somers brings his estranged wife. Things aren’t going to
end well. When a strange call interrupts dinner, however, Hazard and his partner become witnesses to a
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shooting. The victims: Somers’s father, and the daughter of a high school friend. The crime is
inexplicable. There is no apparent motive, no connection between the victims, and no explanation for how
the shooter reached his targets. Determined to get answers, Hazard and Somers move forward with their
investigation in spite of mounting pressure to stop. Their search for the truth draws them into a dark web
of conspiracy and into an even darker tangle of twisted love and illicit desire. And as the two men come
face to face with the passions and madness behind the crime, they must confront their own feelings for
each other—and the hard truths that neither man is ready to accept.
The Combat Codes Alexander Darwin 2015-10-31 The Combat Codes fuses thrilling mixed martial arts
action into an immersive sci-fi world. A must-read for any fan of unarmed combat. Murray Pearson is sick
of buying broken kids from the slave Circles. He's sick of training them to become skilled combatants, only
to watch them break again. He's sick of reporting his failures as a talent scout to men who don't have the
guts to stand in the Circles themselves. Cego doesn't understand why he's fighting. He doesn't
understand the grueling training sessions he's forced to endure every day. He doesn't understand why
they scream for blood when he steps into the Circle. The one thing Cego does understand is hand-tohand combat. He was born to fight. Cego is sent down an unlikely path at Murray's side, paved with fierce
competition at the world's most prestigious combat school along with the answers to his own mysterious
past.
A Gentleman's Position KJ Charles 2016-04-05 Power, privilege, and the rigid rules of class leave two
hearts yearning for connection in the sizzling new Society of Gentlemen novel from K. J. Charles. Among
his eccentric though strictly principled group of friends, Lord Richard Vane is the confidant on whom
everyone depends for advice, moral rectitude, and discreet assistance. Yet when Richard has a problem,
he turns to his valet, a fixer of unparalleled genius—and the object of Richard’s deepest desires. If there is
one rule a gentleman must follow, it is never to dally with servants. But when David is close enough to
touch, the rules of class collide with the basest sort of animal instinct: overpowering lust. For David
Cyprian, burglary and blackmail are as much in a day’s work as bootblacking—anything for the man he’s
devoted to. But the one thing he wants for himself is the one thing Richard refuses to give: his heart. With
the tension between them growing to be unbearable, David’s seemingly incorruptible master has left him
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no choice. Putting his finely honed skills of seduction and manipulation to good use, he will convince
Richard to forget all about his well-meaning objections and give in to sweet, sinful temptation. And look for
the enticing Society of Gentlemen series by KJ Charles: THE RUIN OF GABRIEL ASHLEIGH | A
FASHIONABLE INDULGENCE | A SEDITIOUS AFFAIR | A GENTLEMAN’S POSITION Don’t miss any of
the captivating Sins of the Cities novels: AN UNSEEN ATTRACTION | AN UNNATURAL VICE | AN
UNSUITABLE HEIR Praise for A Gentleman’s Position “Highly recommend this one—a great, angst-filled
romance.”—Smexy Books “I can’t recommend A Gentleman’s Position and the rest of the Society books
enough!”—Just Love “I have absolutely loved this series and I found this to be a very satisfying
conclusion. . . . I love the way things ended up for Richard and Cyprian and I was thrilled to get their
story.”—Joyfully Jay “Brilliant writing and storytelling! Highly recommend!”—Gay Book Reviews “This book
is swoon material—grab it!”—Red Adept Reviews “What I enjoyed most about this book was the author’s
slow and deliberate reveal of the story from both parties’ perspectives.”—The Oddness of Moving Things
Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
The Haunting of Maddy Clare Simone St. James 2012-03-06 A woman of limited means and even less
experience must confront a vengeful spirit in this haunting novel from the New York Times bestselling
author of The Broken Girls and The Sun Down Motel. 1920s England. Sarah Piper’s lonely, threadbare
existence changes when her temporary agency sends her to assist an obsessed ghost hunter. Alistair
Gellis—rich, handsome, and scarred by World War I—has been summoned to investigate the spirit of the
nineteen-year-old maid Maddy Clare, who is said to haunt the barn where she committed suicide. Maddy
hated men in life, and she will not speak to them in death. But Sarah is unprepared to confront an angry
ghost—real or imagined—on her own. She’s even less prepared for the arrival of Alistair’s associate,
rough, unsettling Matthew Ryder, also a veteran of the trenches, whose scars go deeper than Sarah can
reach. Soon, Sarah is caught up in a desperate struggle. For Maddy’s ghost is no hoax—she’s real, she’s
angry, and she has powers that defy all reason. Now, Sarah and Matthew must discover who Maddy was,
where she came from, and what is driving her desire for vengeance—before she destroys them all....
Scandal Takes the Stage Eva Leigh 2015-10-27 Named one of the Best Romances of November by the
Washington Post! Together they may create a scandal worthy of the stage, but can their love last after the
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final curtain falls…? Successful playwright Maggie Delamere has no interest in the flirtations of noblemen
like Cameron, Viscount Marwood. She once paid dearly for a moment of weakness…and vows to rebuff
the wildly persistent—and irritatingly handsome—scoundrel at every turn. But when pressure to deliver a
new play hampers her creativity, an invitation to use his country estate as a writer’s retreat is too tempting
to resist.... For years, Cam has admired Maggie’s brilliant work and he can’t pass up the opportunity to
discover if the beautiful, mysterious playwright is as passionate and clever as the words that flow from her
quill. He’s never offered a lady his bed without being in it, but if it means loosening Maggie’s pen—and her
inhibitions—he’ll do exactly that. But soon Cam’s plans for seduction become a fight for Maggie’s heart.
He’s more than the scandalous, carefree rake society believes him to be…and she’s the only woman who
has ever noticed. “Leigh consistently crafts whip-smart heroines and irresistible heroes delivered in
packages bursting with wicked wit, feminist leanings, and sex positivity... while maintaining assiduous
historical accuracy, she delivers intoxicating yarns that bulldoze tropes and flip gender expectations on
their head.” — Entertainment Weekly
You Don't Have to Die in the End Anita Daher 2020-04 Eugenia Grimm is a tough girl living in a tough
town at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. She drinks and fights and pushes against expectations. She
is also hurting. After her father died by suicide on her eighth birthday, her older brothers drifted away and
her mother up and left when she turned 14, Eugenia has not made the best choices. After a last-straw
violent incident and faced with the possibility of incarceration, she is sentenced to time at an Intensive
Support and Supervision Program located at a remote mountain ranch. There, she begins to make
connections, explore difficult truths, and might even turn things around--until a series of events pull her
into a dark spiral she may not have the strength to resist.
This Monstrous Thing Mackenzi Lee 2015-09-22 A wildly creative Gothic fantasy retelling of Frankenstein,
This Monstrous Thing is a wholly new reimagining of the classic novel by Mary Shelley and is perfect for
fans of retellings such as Cinder by Marissa Meyer, fantasy by Libba Bray and Cassandra Clare, and
alternative history by Scott Westerfeld. In an alternative fantasy world where some men are made from
clockwork parts and carriages are steam powered, Alasdair Finch, a young mechanic, does the
unthinkable after his brother dies: he uses clockwork pieces to bring Oliver back from the dead. But the
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resurrection does not go as planned, and Oliver returns more monster than man. Even worse, the novel
Frankenstein is published and the townsfolk are determined to find the real-life doctor and his monster.
With few places to turn for help, the dangers may ultimately bring the brothers together—or ruin them
forever.
A Winter Scandal Candace Camp 2011-10-25 When Thea Bainbridge finds an abandoned baby
accompanied by a broach bearing Lord Morecombe's insignia, she agrees to help Morecombe find the
child's mother and soon finds it difficult to resist him as scandal swirls around them.
The Noblemans Guide to Scandal & Shipwrecks: Montague Siblings 03 Mackenzi Lee 2020
My Fine Fellow Jennieke Cohen 2022-01-11 Culinary delights abound, romance lingers in the air, and
plans go terribly, wonderfully astray in this gender-bent take on My Fair Lady from Jennieke Cohen,
author of Dangerous Alliance—perfect for fans of Bridgerton or A Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue.
It’s 1830s England, and Culinarians—doyens who consult with society’s elite to create gorgeous food and
confections—are the crème de la crème of high society. Helena Higgins, top of her class at the Royal
Academy, has a sharp demeanor and an even sharper palate—and knows stardom awaits her if she can
produce greatness in her final year. Penelope Pickering is going to prove the value of non-European
cuisine to all of England. Her contemporaries may scorn her Filipina heritage and her dishes, but with her
flawless social graces and culinary talents, Penelope is set to prove them wrong. Elijah Little has nothing
to his name but a truly excellent instinct for flavors. London merchants won’t allow a Jewish boy to own a
shop, so he hawks his pasties for a shilling a piece to passersby—but he knows with training he can break
into the highest echelon of society. When Penelope and Helena meet Elijah, a golden opportunity arises:
to pull off a project never seen before, and turn Elijah from a street vendor to a gentleman chef. But
Elijah’s transformation will have a greater impact on this trio than they originally realize—and mayhem,
unseemly faux pas, and a little romance will all be a part of the delicious recipe.
The Nobleman's Guide to Scandal and Shipwrecks Mackenzi Lee 2020-08-18 Return to the enchanting
world of the Montague siblings in the finale to the New York Times bestselling and Stonewall Honor-
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winning series, featuring a teenage Adrian Montague as he desperately seeks the now adult Monty and
Felicity--the older siblings he never knew he had. The sole heir to his family's fortune, Adrian Montague
desperately wants to be free--from his father's high expectations; the grief of losing his beloved mother;
and the constant war being waged inside his mind. Adrian was diagnosed with hysteria at a young age
and it's always been kept a secret. But when he has a breakdown at his engagement party, the public
learns Adrian's worst fear: he might not be fit to run the Montague estate. Thankfully, Adrian is given an
opportunity to avoid the impending scandal: a trip to the Caribbean to claim the last of his mother's
possessions. But along the way, Adrian discovers another secret lurking in his family tree. He is actually
the youngest of three children--his sister Felicity and brother "Monty" went missing over a decade ago.
Now Adrian has the chance to find them and offer to pass the estate back to the rightful heirs. Adrian
expects to win his long-lost brother over with the promise of wealth and inheritance, while dreaming of a
quiet life where Adrian doesn't feel like a burden to anyone. But when Adrian finally tracks him down,
Monty refuses to return home. The only thing he can convince Monty of is to accompany him across the
ocean as an act of tribute to their mother, hoping that during the voyage he can persuade Monty into
taking the weight of inheriting the estate off his shoulders. When they reach their destination, Adrian and
Monty find something hidden in their mother's belongings--a clue pointing to a valuable artifact that could
potentially save the Montague siblings from a curse that threatens their lives. But to retrieve it, they must
chase an infamous myth through the wild sugar fields of Barbados to the haunting streets of New Orleans
to mysterious uncharted islands off the edge of the map.
Under a Painted Sky Stacey Heather Lee 2015 "In 1845, Sammy, a Chinese American girl, and Annamae,
an African American slave girl, disguise themselves as boys and travel on the Oregon Trail to California
from Missouri"-Kingdom Keepers Inheritance Ridley Pearson 2023-02-21 In near-future Epcot, sixty thousand people live
in a CommuniTree surrounding the forward-looking Walt Disney World theme park - including parents who
were once Kingdom Keepers, identities carefully-guarded. With the arrival of a communication from
Villains Park in Hong Kong, a few 'ordinary' kids are thrust into a battle to save Epcot and find their friend
who has mysteriously disappeared. The Kingdom Kids discover they are in possession of unusual powers
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as they forge a bond to rescue their friend and uncover the truth about how real magic has entered their
lives.
The Nobleman's Guide to Scandal and Shipwrecks Mackenzi Lee 2021-11-16 Return to the enchanting
world of the Montague siblings in the finale to the New York Times bestselling and Stonewall Honorwinning series, featuring a teenage Adrian Montague as he desperately seeks the now adult Monty and
Felicity—the older siblings he never knew he had. Adrian Montague has a bright future. The sole heir to
his father’s estate, he is an up and coming political writer and engaged to an activist who challenges and
inspires him. But most young Lords aren’t battling the debilitating anxiety Adrian secretly lives with, or the
growing fear that it might consume him and all he hopes to accomplish. In the wake of his mother’s
unexpected death, Adrian is also concerned people will find out that he has the mental illness she
struggled with for years. When a newly found keepsake of hers—a piece of a broken spyglass—comes into
Adrian’s possession, he’s thrust into the past and finds himself face to face with an older brother he never
knew he had. Henry “Monty” Montague has been living quietly in London for years, and his sudden
appearance sends Adrian on a quest to unravel family secrets that only the spyglass can answer. In
pursuit of answers about the relic, the brothers chart a course to locate their sister Felicity. But as they
travel between the pirate courts of Rabat, Portuguese islands, the canals of Amsterdam, and into
unknown Artic waters, the Montague siblings are thrown into one final adventure as they face a ghostly
legend that threatens their whole family.
Bygone Badass Broads Mackenzi Lee 2018-02-27 “You’ll meet suffragettes who did jujitsu, women
warriors who wore lipstick into battle and queens who put women in their rightful places—positions of
power.” —Ms. Based on Mackenzi Lee’s popular weekly Twitter series of the same name, Bygone Badass
Broads features fifty-two remarkable and forgotten trailblazing women from all over the world. With tales of
heroism and cunning, in-depth bios and witty storytelling, Bygone Badass Broads gives new life to these
historic female pioneers. Starting in the fifth century BC and continuing to the present, the book takes a
closer look at bold and inspiring women who dared to step outside the traditional gender roles of their
time. Coupled with riveting illustrations and Lee’s humorous and conversational storytelling style, this book
is an outright celebration of the badass women who paved the way for the rest of us. “The author of the
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first novel, warriors and rulers, scientists and war heroes. History abounds with tales of trailblazing women
long forgotten—especially those who were nonwhite, non-Western, or not straight. Take a look at a dozen
of the women in Bygone Badass Broads so you can begin to see what you missed in history class.” —The
Boston Globe “Shar[es] the stories of fifty-two women in history who changed the game forever—even
though you’ve probably never heard of them . . . If you’re looking for some inspiration this , you Women’s
History Month just got it—fifty-two times over.” —Bustle “Lee admirably fulfills her stated goal of promoting
lesser-known subjects who are awesome, accompanied by brightly colored, full-page artwork.” —School
Library Journal
Under the Lights Dahlia Adler 2015-06-30 Josh Chester loves being a Hollywood bad boy, coasting on his
good looks, his parties, his parents' wealth, and the occasional modeling gig. But his laid-back lifestyle is
about to change. To help out his best friend, Liam, he joins his hit teen TV show, Daylight Falls...opposite
Vanessa Park, the one actor immune to his charms. (Not that he's trying to charm her, of course.)
Meanwhile, his drama-queen mother blackmails him into a new family reality TV show, with Josh in the
starring role. Now that he's in the spotlight--on everyone's terms but his own--Josh has to decide whether
a life as a superstar is the one he really wants. Vanessa Park has always been certain about her path as
an actor, despite her parents' disapproval. But with all her relationships currently in upheaval, she's
painfully uncertain about everything else. When she meets her new career handler, Brianna, Van is
relieved to have found someone she can rely on, now that her BFF, Ally, is at college across the country.
But as feelings unexpectedly evolve beyond friendship, Van's life reaches a whole new level of confusing.
And she'll have to choose between the one thing she's always loved...and the person she never imagined
she could.
The Girl from Everywhere Heidi Heilig 2016-02-16 The Girl from Everywhere, the first of two books,
blends fantasy, history, and a modern sensibility. Its sparkling wit, breathless adventure, multicultural cast,
and enchanting romance will dazzle readers of Sabaa Tahir and Leigh Bardugo. As the daughter of a time
traveler, Nix has spent sixteen years sweeping across the globe and through the centuries aboard her
father’s ship. Modern-day New York City, nineteenth-century Hawaii, other lands seen only in myth and
legend—Nix has been to them all. But when her father gambles with her very existence, it all may be
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about to end. Rae Carson meets Outlander in this epic debut fantasy. If there is a map, Nix’s father can
sail his ship, The Temptation, to any place and any time. But now that he’s uncovered the one map he’s
always sought—1868 Honolulu, the year before Nix’s mother died in childbirth—Nix’s life, her entire
existence, is at stake. No one knows what will happen if her father changes the past. It could erase Nix’s
future, her dreams, her adventures . . . her connection with the charming Persian thief, Kash, who’s been
part of their crew for two years.
Bestiary K-Ming Chang 2020-09-29 NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW EDITORS’ CHOICE • Three
generations of Taiwanese American women are haunted by the myths of their homeland in this
spellbinding, visceral debut about one family’s queer desires, violent impulses, and buried secrets.
“Gorgeous and gorgeously grotesque . . . Every line of this sensuous, magical-realist marvel is utterly
alive.”—O: The Oprah Magazine FINALIST FOR THE LAMBDA LITERARY AWARD • LONGLISTED FOR
THE VCU CABELL FIRST NOVELIST AWARD • LONGLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR FICTION
FIRST NOVEL PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY O: The Oprah
Magazine • NPR • The New York Public Library • Kirkus Reviews One evening, Mother tells Daughter a
story about a tiger spirit who lived in a woman’s body. She was called Hu Gu Po, and she hungered to
eat children, especially their toes. Soon afterward, Daughter awakes with a tiger tail. And more mysterious
events follow: Holes in the backyard spit up letters penned by her grandmother; a visiting aunt arrives with
snakes in her belly; a brother tests the possibility of flight. All the while, Daughter is falling for Ben, a
neighborhood girl with strange powers of her own. As the two young lovers translate the grandmother’s
letters, Daughter begins to understand that each woman in her family embodies a myth—and that she will
have to bring her family’s secrets to light in order to change their destiny. With a poetic voice of crackling
electricity, K-Ming Chang is an explosive young writer who combines the wit and fabulism of Helen
Oyeyemi with the subversive storytelling of Maxine Hong Kingston. Tracing one family’s history from
Taiwan to America, from Arkansas to California, Bestiary is a novel of migration, queer lineages, and
girlhood. Praise for Bestiary “[A] vivid, fabulist debut . . . the prose is full of imagery. Chang’s wild story of
a family’s tenuous grasp on belonging in the U.S. stands out with a deep commitment to exploring
discomfort with the body and its transformations.”—Publishers Weekly
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The Secret of a Heart Note Stacey Lee 2016-12-27 From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Downstairs Girl, Stacey Lee, an evocative novel about a teen aroma expert who uses her extrasensitive
sense of smell to help others fall in love—while protecting her own heart at all costs. Perfect for fans of
When Dimple Met Rishi and I’ll Be the One and now in paperback. Sometimes love is right under your
nose. As one of only two aromateurs left on the planet, sixteen-year-old Mimosa knows what her future
holds: a lifetime of weeding, mixing love elixirs, and matchmaking—all while remaining incurably alone. For
Mim, the rules are clear: falling in love would render her nose useless, taking away her one great talent.
Still, Mimosa doesn’t want to spend her life elbow-deep in soil and begonias. She dreams of a normal
high school experience with friends, sports practices, debate club, and even a boyfriend. But when she
accidentally gives an elixir to the wrong woman and has to rely on the lovesick woman’s son, the school
soccer star, to help fix the situation, Mim quickly begins to realize that falling in love isn’t always a choice
you can make. At once hopeful, funny, and romantic, Stacey Lee’s The Secret of a Heart Note is a richly
evocative coming-of-age story that gives a fresh perspective on falling in love and finding one’s place in
the world.
Loki Mackenzi Lee 2019-01-09 An epic tale across the realms. A deadly power that spans millennia. A
story of struggle and betrayal, this adventure is told through the patchwork past of Marvel's most
misunderstood mischief-maker of all time: Loki: Trickster. God of Asgard. Brother.
The Lady's Guide to Petticoats and Piracy Mackenzi Lee 2018-10-02 In this highly anticipated sequel to
the New York Times bestselling The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue, Felicity Montague must use
all her womanly wits and wiles to achieve her dreams of becoming a doctor—even if she has to scheme
her way across Europe to do it. A must-have for fans of Mackenzi Lee’s extraordinary and Stonewall
Honor-winning novel. A year after an accidentally whirlwind grand tour with her brother Monty, Felicity
Montague has returned to England with two goals in mind—avoid the marriage proposal of a lovestruck
suitor from Edinburgh and enroll in medical school. However, her intellect and passion will never be
enough in the eyes of the administrators, who see men as the sole guardians of science. But then a
window of opportunity opens—a doctor she idolizes is marrying an old friend of hers in Germany. Felicity
believes if she could meet this man he could change her future, but she has no money of her own to
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make the trip. Luckily, a mysterious young woman is willing to pay Felicity’s way, so long as she’s allowed
to travel with Felicity disguised as her maid. In spite of her suspicions, Felicity agrees, but once the girl’s
true motives are revealed, Felicity becomes part of a perilous quest that leads them from the German
countryside to the promenades of Zurich to secrets lurking beneath the Atlantic.
Wilder With You Serena Bell 2022-02-15 Who knew pretending could be so hot? Clark: It started as a
joke. After all, I’d never pretend to date a woman just to get my mom and sister off my back. I would,
however, pretend to date her to get her ex-husband off hers. Now the two of us, the wilderness warrior
and the wedding planner, are stuck sharing a very small tent. I had no idea how fast things would heat up
in here, or how hard it would be to keep my hands—among other things—to myself. I also didn’t guess
how quickly the news of our “relationship” would spread to my big, nosy family. We can’t “break up” yet,
because she’s planning my brother’s wedding and I’m his best man. Through venue visits, DIY disasters,
and Vegas trips, we’re thrown together, and the chemistry’s off-the-charts. But the kicker is, I feel like she
gets me. Maybe that’s what scares me the most. I’m still reeling from the loss of my wife, and she’s still
hurting from her ex’s betrayal. There’s no way this can ever be real. But what if I’m starting to hope it is?
Gamora and Nebula Mackenzi Lee 2021-06-01 The second book in the hit series from New York Times
best-selling author Mackenzi Lee!This three-book series explores the untapped potential and duality of
heroism of popular characters in the Marvel Universe. The first book in the series, Loki: Where Mischief
Lies, was an instant New York Times best seller and received two starred reviews! Gamora arrives on
Torndune—a once-lush planet that has been strip-mined for the power source beneath its surface—with a
mission: collect the heart of the planet. She doesn't know who sent her, why they want it, or even what
the heart of a planet looks like. But as the right hand and daughter of Thanos, and one of the galaxy's
most legendary warriors, her job is not to ask questions. Her job is to do what she's told, no matter the
cost. What she doesn't know is that her sister, Nebula, is in hot pursuit. Nebula has followed Gamora to
Torndune in hopes of claiming the planet's heart first and shaming her sister as vengeance for the part
she played in Nebula losing her arm. While Gamora falls in with a group of miners attempting to
overthrow the tyrannical mining corporation that controls their lives, Nebula allies herself with the Universal
Church of Truth, whose missionaries wait on every street corner to recruit more followers and tithes for
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the Matriarch. Both sisters hope their alliance will give them access to one of the massive diggers capable
of drilling to the center of the planet. But they closer they get to the heart of the planet—and to each
other—the closer they get to uncovering the truth of what brought them there and the role they may
unknowingly be playing in a twisted competition with galactic consequences. A competition they can never
win . . . unless they learn to trust each other. And trust is the biggest lie in the galaxy. Complete your
Marvel YA collection with these best-selling fan-favorite novels:Loki: Where Mischief Lies by Mackenzi
LeeMiles Morales: Spider-Man by Jason ReynoldsUnstoppable Wasp by Sa
The Nobleman's Guide to Scandal and Shipwrecks Mackenzi Lee 2020-09-02 Return to the enchanting
world of the Montague siblings in the finale to the New York Times bestselling and Stonewall Honorwinning series, featuring a teenage Adrian Montague as he desperately seeks the now adult Monty and
Felicity--the older siblings he never knew he had. The sole heir to his family's fortune, Adrian Montague
desperately wants to be free--from his father's high expectations; the grief of losing his beloved mother;
and the constant war being waged inside his mind. Adrian was diagnosed with hysteria at a young age
and it's always been kept a secret. But when he has a breakdown at his engagement party, the public
learns Adrian's worst fear: he might not be fit to run the Montague estate. Thankfully, Adrian is given an
opportunity to avoid the impending scandal: a trip to the Caribbean to claim the last of his mother's
possessions. But along the way, Adrian discovers another secret lurking in his family tree. He is actually
the youngest of three children--his sister Felicity and brother "Monty" went missing over a decade ago.
Now Adrian has the chance to find them and offer to pass the estate back to the rightful heirs. Adrian
expects to win his long-lost brother over with the promise of wealth and inheritance, while dreaming of a
quiet life where Adrian doesn't feel like a burden to anyone. But when Adrian finally tracks him down,
Monty refuses to return home. The only thing he can convince Monty of is to accompany him across the
ocean as an act of tribute to their mother, hoping that during the voyage he can persuade Monty into
taking the weight of inheriting the estate off his shoulders. When they reach their destination, Adrian and
Monty find something hidden in their mother's belongings--a clue pointing to a valuable artifact that could
potentially save the Montague siblings from a curse that threatens their lives. But to retrieve it, they must
chase an infamous myth through the wild sugar fields of Barbados to the haunting streets of New Orleans
to mysterious uncharted islands off the edge of the map.
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Evil Thing Serena Valentino 2021-09-28 “Sure, you know the story of those wretched Dalmatians. But
don’t I deserve a chance to tell my own side of the story? It is fabulous, after all. ”You may think you
know the tale: a happy young couple, one hundred and one Dalmatians, and the woman determined to
turn them into a perfectly spotted fur coat. But who is that monster, that scene-stealer, that evil thing?
Who is the woman behind it all? Before the car crash, before the dognapping, before furs became her
only true love, there was another story. This is the story of Cruella De Vil—in her own words. Even the
cruelest villains have best friends, true loves, and daring dreams. After all, nothing is as simple as black
and white. In this first graphic novel adaptation of the New York Times best-selling Villains series, Arielle
Jovellanos brings Serena Valentino’s darkly captivating world to life with beautiful and haunting
illustrations in a stunning new visual format.
Proxy Alex London 2013 "Privileged Syd and and his proxy, Knox, are thrown together to overthrow the
system"-The State of Us Shaun David Hutchinson 2020-06-02 "Dre and Dean have got my vote!"—Adib Khorram,
award-winning author of Darius the Great Is Not Okay When Dean Arnault’s mother decided to run for
president, it wasn’t a surprise to anyone, least of all her son. But still that doesn’t mean Dean wants to be
part of the public spectacle that is the race for the White House—at least not until he meets Dre. The only
problem is that Dre Rosario's on the opposition; he’s the son of the Democratic nominee. But as Dean
and Dre’s meet-ups on the campaign trail become less left to chance, their friendship quickly becomes a
romantic connection unlike any either of the boys have ever known. If it wasn’t hard enough falling in love
across the aisle, the political scheming of a shady third-party candidate could cause Dean and Dre’s world
to explode around them. It’s a new modern-day, star-crossed romance about what it really means to love
your country—and yourself—from the acclaimed author of We Are the Ants and Brave Face, Shaun David
Hutchinson.
It Started with a Scandal Julie Anne Long 2015-03-31 Lord Philippe Lavay once took to the high seas
armed with charm as lethal as his sword, and a stone-cold conviction: he'll restore his family's fortune and
honor, no matter the cost. Victory is at last within reach—when a brutal attack snatches it from his grasp
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and lands him in Pennyroyal Green. An afternoon of bliss brings a cascade of consequences for Elise
Fountain. She is shunned by her family and ousted from a job she loves, and her survival means a
plummet down the social ladder to a position no woman has yet been able to keep: housekeeper to a
frighteningly formidable prince. The bold and gentle Elise sees past his battered body into Philippe's
barricaded heart . . . and her innate sensuality ignites his blood. Now a man who thought he could never
love and a woman who thought she would never again trust must fight an incendiary passion that could
be the ruin of them both.
The Excalibur Curse Kiersten White 2021-12-07 The gripping conclusion to the acclaimed Arthurian
fantasy trilogy from New York Times bestselling author Kiersten White finds Guinevere questioning
everything—friends and enemies, good and evil, and, most of all, herself. While journeying north toward
the Dark Queen, Guinevere falls into the hands of her enemies. Behind her are Lancelot, trapped on the
other side of the magical barrier they created to protect Camelot, and Arthur, who has been led away from
his kingdom, chasing after false promises. But the greatest danger isn’t what lies ahead of Guinevere—it’s
what’s been buried inside her. Vowing to unravel the truth of her past with or without Merlin’s help,
Guinevere joins forces with the sorceress Morgana and her son, Mordred—and faces the confusing,
forbidden feelings she still harbors for him. When Guinevere makes an agonizing discovery about who
she is and how she came to be, she finds herself with an impossible choice: fix a terrible crime, or help
prevent war. Guinevere is determined to set things right, whatever the cost. To defeat a rising evil. To
remake a kingdom. To undo the mistakes of the past...even if it means destroying herself. Guinevere has
been a changeling, a witch, a queen—but what does it mean to be just a girl?
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